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SPECIAL SEWN PRODUCTS ISSUE!
You may not be aware of the fact that James Thompson & Co. is more than just fabrics!
Through our Thompson Packaging Novelties division, we can produce most any nonapparel sewn textile product. We have a Sewing operation in Mexico producing
finished textile products for a variety of industries. We can offer you small lots,
custom-design, fast turnaround and competitive prices on retail and industrial sewn
textile products.
Here is a list of items &
processes we can do:
-Bags:Totes, Industrial,
Coin, Grocery, Filter,
Shoe, Goggle/Glasses,
Food items, Laundry
-Baby products– blankets, burp pads, bibs

FLANNEL PET THROWS!
Here are 30”x40” blankets,
made from 6 oz. double-napped
Cotton Flannel, with a whimsical “Woof” or “Meow” print!
Packaged and ready for sale in
your store. Price: $5.50 each
_______________________

KID’S TOTE BAGS!
Sized at 10”x7”x3” with 13”
handles, this small bag can
be sold to local schools,
church groups, etc. Our Cotton Canvas is paintable for
crafts. Natural at $2.25,
Dyed at $2.50 each
___________________
CONTACT US:
inquiry@jamesthompson.com
P# 212-686-4242

-Miscellaneous industrial product applications made with mesh,
elastics, cottons, nylons.
-Die-Cutting ,Printing &
Packaging capabilities.
Our advantage is being
able to take any of our

versatile basic fabrics and turn them
into a finished product! There are 100’s
of applications we
can do using Canvas, Flannel, Muslin
& mesh!

Caption describing picture or graphic.

We are featuring
CANVAS TOTE BAGS,
available in 24 colors!
Consumers are getting
fed-up with plastic
bags of all types, and
want to switch to use
ecologically friendly
cloth bags. We can
print logo or artwork,
one color screen.

CANVAS TOTE BAGS SIZING & PRICING
10½”x14”x5” with 24”
matching handles:

16”x15”x3” with 22”
matching handles:

Natural $2.55 ea.
Dyed
$3.15 ea.

Natural $2.95 ea
Dyed
$3.55 ea

15”x14½”x3” with 22”
matching handles:

Minimum order is 500
bags total; 100 bags/color
minimum. Shipping FOB
Nogales AZ.

Natural $2.85 ea.
Dyed
$3.45 ea

